ABSTRACT. This paper surveys the key achievements and outstanding challenges of constructing smooth surfaces for geometric design. The focus here is on explicit methods in parametric form. In particular, recent insights into the curvature magnitude and distribution of surfaces generated by existing algorithms, based on generalized subdivision and on splines, are illustrated and corresponding research questions are formulated. These challenges motivate the search for alternative approaches to multi-sided patch constructions.
There are numerous solutions to filling ¥ -sided holes even with curvature continuity, starting with [Hah89] , but, until recently, the polynomial or rational degrees of such approaches where dauntingly high (e.g. bi-degree (18,18) in [Hah89] ) and thus a challenge for any downstream use, say the implicitization (ref other article in proceedings) or intersection of these surfaces.
Besides reducing the degree of everywhere smooth surfaces (see e.g. [Pet02b] for a survey of the appropriate notion of 'geometric smoothness'), fairness of the resulting surface is a major concern. It is typically easy to decide when a surface is not fair (see Figures 2,5 ). The positive statement is, however, much more difficult and contentious. Having an agreed upon, exact definition of when a surface is fair would be a big step towards constructive solutions. A rough consensus is that a surface is 'fair' if it has optimal monotonicity and distribution of curvature. (There are alternative definitions based on artistic perceptions or the availability of special mirrors [Dis37] .) Currently, the drive for higher surface quality is fueled from at least two sources. First, the new generation graphics cards allows us to notice even minor flaws in highquality surfaces. Second, due to faster turn-around times, industrial geometric design faces increasing time pressure when 'cleaning up' product-defining outer surfaces such as 'class A' outer panel surfaces in automobile design. Surprisingly, tweaking control structures, by teams of second-tier designers, is still common practice. Of special concern are regions where several primary surfaces meet, say where the roof support meets the hood, the side and the fender region of a car (Figure 1 ). Much time is spent in fitting and trimming a single NURBS surface patch (with continuity up to a tolerance!) to ¥ -sided holes representing the common join of ¥ primary surfaces. Similar challenges arise the design of headlight reflectors where the overall available space and position is defined by the layout of the gear train and the aesthetic design, but a given functionality, in terms of the light cone swept out, has to be achieved.
A study of the state of the art
While the practice of pulling single or groups of spline control points appears antiquated, a reliable automatic alternative does not seem to be available. To check this, the author and K. Karciauskas We especially scrutinized curvature distribution near points where ¥ ¦ © patches come together. As pointed out above, this is the key, as well as the hardest modeling scenario since here, the bivariate nature of the modelling problem comes to the fore. We developed an obstacle course of boundary conditions that would naturally occur in the design setting -such as joints in a Y configuration and the U shape ( Figure 6 ) -and flagged schemes that Even though we applied a wide variety of linearized functionals advertised in the literature to pin down extra degrees of freedom, we typically found a host of deficiencies near such ¥ -sided configurations. Here, it is important to understand that blending to a predefined, smooth shape or composing with a simple smooth shape, such as a quadratic [Pra97, Rei98] , only exports the fairness challenge to the transition layer (see Figure 2) .
The study left, however, hope for certain bidegree six or higher degree polynomial schemes and a new class of rational schemes related to toric patches (see e.g. Figure 5 ).
Current approaches to filling multi-sided holes in surfaces
A central challenge of research into the design of smooth surfaces is to understand the construction of fair, curvature continuous surfaces well enough to no longer treat ¥ -sided holes as an exception. This is the crucial step beyond the theory of tensor-product, or, more generally, box-spline constructions.
In this section, we review two of the most popular approaches and their shortcomings, and open questions. The focus is on parametric representations with built-in smoothness that can be computed non-iteratively; that is, to determine control points, singular value decomposition is acceptable but not solving a global partial differential equation; energy functionals should be built into the construction, not be the result of an optimization process as in anisotropic diffusion. Building smoothness and fairness into the representation leads to higher efficiency through smaller constraint systems, higher accuracy and stability than if the constraints were added to, say, a fine triangle mesh. It also allows accurate measurement of all shape quantities to be optimized. Finally, such an explicit representation can serve as a good starting point for more expensive shape-improving computations.
Generalized Subdivision.
For the last few years, progress in modeling has been associated with generalized subdivision surfaces [CC78, DS78, PR97, Loo87, Kob00, WW01] as a natural averaging paradigm. The conceptual simplicity of subdivision surfaces has taken the entertainment industry by storm [DKT98] adding an additional representation to all standard graphics design packages.
Yet, at present, no one seems to be ready to base a full car body design or the crafting of special purpose lenses on this paradigm. Indeed, detailed analysis has revealed severe problems for high-quality design with surfaces generated by standard subdivision algorithms both of shape in the large and shape near so-called extraordinary points. An extraordinary point is the limit point when filling ¥ -sided holes in surfaces by an infite sequence of piecewise polynomial rings (Figure 4 ). It appears that while subdivision initially does a fine job in smoothing out transitions between primary surfaces, in the limit the problems are concentrated in the neighborhood of the extraordinary node. Also, subdivision based on box splines necessarily inherits both the advantages and the flaws of polynomial surfaces and shape problems familiar from spline schemes reappear. We observed that the distribution of curvature deteriorate progressively as 'the wrong' eigenfrequencies take over (c.f. Figure 6 ). More smoothing of the regular regions appears to be actually detrimental to the shape near these extraordinary points [ZS01] . Algorithms modified to have bounded curvature near extraordinary ¥ -valent points exhibit oscillations in the curvature ( Figure 5,  lower left) .
3.1.1. Artifacts in the large. The need to improve the shape of subdivision surfaces was already recognized in [HKD93] . In " Tutorials on multiresolution in geometric modeling" [IQF02] , Malcolm Sabin pointed out " ¡ ¢ high singularities and the combination of singularities can cause patterns of artifact around the singularity.
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in the Catmull-Clark case take a 12-sided prism, about as high as it is long; in the Loop case take a pyramid with a 12-sided base. In both cases the initial polyhedron is convex but after a couple of refinements a shape is produced which is not even convex. No univariate scheme is that bad. There is going to be a significant amount of work required to work this out, and it has not really been started yet." 3.1.2. Artifacts in the small. Asymptotic analysis leads to strong necessary conditions for nontrivial second order differentiability at extraordinary points: the higher-order eigenfunctions, associated with the eigenvectors of the subdivision matrix for generating rings of patches, have to be quadratic polynomials of the subdominant eigenfunctions (see e.g. [WW01, Rei99]). For piecewise polynomial basis functions, this quadratic dependence implies a lower bound on the degree of the polynomials. Therefore most researchers conclude that there is little hope that ¡ schemes will be as natural and elegant as the standard schemes. In many applications this flaw is excused by arguing that standard subdivision surfaces appear to be fair enough and not far from ¡ . Even divergence of curvature, as observed, for example, for Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces, is accepted ( Figure 6 ).
As in the spline case, one can sidestep problems at the extraordinary point by either blending with a prescribed shape (say a quadratic) or composing with this shape. However, just as in the spline case, this just moves the shape problems to the transition layer between a central core and the surrounding regular (box-)spline surface (c.f. Figure 2 ). Typical problems of subdivision schemes are as follows.
-Unequal contraction of the subdivision mesh (parametrization) depending on the valence rather than the geometry of a mesh node; -Lack of monotonicity (c.f. Figure 6 ) and shape preservation.
Some key questions to be answered in the future are as follows. S1 Do there exist variants of Catmull-Clark subdivision that produce fair shapes in the vicinity of extraordinary nodes? S2 Do bounded curvature schemes (see e.g. [Loo01, Sab91] ) inherently lead to oscillations in the curvature ? S3 Are there curvature-bounded schemes that have small masks and arise naturally without explicit manipulation of the spectrum? S4 Are subdivision schemes good preprocessors for other schemes to fill ¥ -sided holes? Or do they necessarily worsen the scenario as indicated in Figure 6 ? S5 Can shape deficiencies in the large, e.g. lack of monotonicity, be reduced using anisotropic subdivision?
Spline techniques.
Many subdivision schemes are useful because they are derived from and inherit properties of (box-)splines [dBHR93, PB02, WW01], i.e. piecewise polynomial functions. Here, however, we are interested in surfaces that consist of a finite number of polynomial pieces that are connected with geometric continuity [Pet02b] . High quality surfaces require continuity of curvatures, while efficient computation, say of intersections, favors polynomial representations of low degree. In practice, curved shapes with a tensor-product layout are therefore typically designed using splines of degree (
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). For arbitrary patch layout, however, known surface constructions of degree 
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) are only tangent continuous (see e.g. [GZ94, Pet94, Rei95, Pet00]); and it seems unlikely that curvature continuity can be achieved using just bicubic patches except if one is willing to accept shape deficiencies such as flat regions. (As we saw in the previous section, even if we use an infinite sequence of bicubic patches near the extraordinary points, as in the Catmull-Clark generalized subdivision scheme [CC78] , we obtain at best bounded curvature [Sab91] .)
With the exception of [GZ99, Pet02a], curvature continuous polynomial constructions using tensor-product patches are of degree ( 
¢ ¡ ¤
). Experiments strengthen the conjecture that a good parametrization is the key to applying linearized functionals effectively. Here [Pet02a] does not fare well, since it distorts the natural alignment of parameter lines as ¥ becomes large. The bicubic reparametrizations in [Pra97, Rei98, GZ99, NG00], on the hand, yield parametrizations similar to CatmullClark. The most promising approach for polynomial splines, in terms of degree and lack of algorithm-induced shape deficiencies is therefore to hybridize the techniques in [Pet02a] with those in [GZ99] . Some key questions to be answered in the future are as follows. The last, approximation theoretic question may be central to the shape deficiencies we observe both for spline and for subdivision schemes. It should be noted that approximation theory is well-developed for functions; it is less clear how notions like approximation-order and polynomial reproduction are to be applied to parametric surfaces (although arc length parametrization has been successfully used to transfer notions from univariate functions to curves, e.g. [dBHS87] ). One possible approach is to ask whether a scheme has enough 'flexibility' in that it can represent hyperbolic and elliptic shapes when the Gauss curvature of the data surrounding the ¥ -sided hole are elliptic or hyperbolic, i.e. have positive or negative curvature.
Field-based approach and toric patches
The above exposition showed that the the fundamental and hard challenge of creating artifact-free surfaces that withstand scrutiny in the detail is far from being met. Keeping in mind that many applications require parametric, finite, affine invariant methods, two other directions of enquiry still merit further exploration. First, can a surrounding field guide the parametric surface towards a variational minimum? Since the resolution is finite, and since the required representation has an associated parametrization, this minimum may not be efficiently approached or the approximation may have very different analytic properties. Second, can we leverage toric patch techniques, reducing the rational degree for matching surrounding ¡ data and tie the patches into mainstream representations? This is explored in other articles of this collection.
We close by observing that research into fair, curvature-continuous surface design promises to continue to be one of the hardest challenges of applied differential geometry, geometric design and graphics -and toric techniques and patch constructions have the potential to effectively address that core challenge.
